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The end of an era July 21, 2011:	
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 Use the International Space Station as a 
research lab and test bed for new 
technologies	

 Foster a commercial industry to take us to 
and from low Earth orbit	

 Develop technologies to take humans to 
an asteroid and eventually to Mars	

An incredible orbiting research lab	

1.5 billion statute miles + 	

16 nations                       202 astronauts	









Foster U.S. Industry to Carry People and 




















NASA is Building the Capability to Go Further	
Capabil tyDrivenFramework




New Knowledge in Science 
and Technology Libration Points
Global Partnerships
LEO &
ISS Vi i it
Geosynchronous
Economic Expansion
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What new capabilities can be created?!
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Solar Electric Propulsion 
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Thermal Protection Systems Research	

•  State of the art low density carbon ablators are used 
for current mission but have challenges!
-  Low strain to failure"
-  Brittle char"
-  Needs strain isolation pads and gap fillers in tiled configurations"
MSL Heat Shield 
(4.5 m diameter) 
Orion Heat Shield 
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Thermal Protection Materials Research at Ames	

Advanced PICA 
-like ablators Conformable  PICA 
Flexible  
SIRCA 
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Water on the Moon - LCROSS	
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Real Life Tatooine?	
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Student Opportunities:  Many student internship, 
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